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In 1991, a book version of the doctoral dissertation written by Władysław Panas
(1947–2005), a Polish literary scholar, appeared under the imprint of a university
publishing house from Lublin – a big city in Eastern Poland. Its title in its entirety –
In the circle of the semiotic method – stayed within the stream of research proposed
by Juri Lotman and his associates. Due to objective circumstances, however, the
publication’s reception did not measure up to its significance, and except for the
recognition from specialists interested in the subject raised in the book, a further,
detailed discussion of the theses presented therein remained missing. It happened
so for a number of reasons. First of all, even at the time of it being published, Panas’
book was slightly belated. Even the dates of coming into existence of the studies
making up this volume (they were written in the years 1977–1983) prove it. Another
testimony is the author’s introduction expounding his theory, which refers directly
to situations in semiotic research from the beginning of the 1980s. Naturally, one
might argue that ten years is not a long period of time in research. This, however, is
a statement only partially true. For if we take into consideration the unique situation
of Polish research at that time (by that I mean its exceptional susceptibility to any
sort of novelties coming in from the West which was violently opening up for scholars, especially as regards different kinds of post-structuralist inspirations) as well as
an unusually dynamic development of semiotics (though not in Poland), it will turn
out that it was long enough a period in order for the most important research postulates of the Lublin scholar to remain without a major influence on the overall shape
of the scholarly discipline that he was involved in. It is the truth that when the book
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in question appeared in print, the earlier great interest in the works of Lotman and
other researchers of the Tartu–Moscow School of Semiotics was slowly disappearing2. The extremely prosaic fact that Panas’ dissertation came out in an edition of
not too many copies for those days was certainly not an unimportant matter; also,
its further distribution left a lot to be desired. And thus, the publication which did
not rely solely on reporting on other researchers’ findings but also had well-founded
ambitions to set new directions in studying products of culture (literary texts above
all) did not wholly fulfil the role it was intended for.
Panas’ initial idea was quite obvious and ambitious at the same time. For his
intention was to create a full monograph of the semiotic school connected with the
centre in Tartu, and in particular to get involved in a many-sided and in-depth presentation of Lotman’s thought. The author promptly came across difficulties, though,
which to a large extent made it impossible for him to achieve the intended research
aims. Among them were objective problems with free access to source texts published outside Poland and lack of long-lasting, direct contact with the most important scholars who determined the intellectual specificity of the described scholarly
environment. The researcher was trying to fill that gap to a certain extent during
his scholarship stay in Moscow at the end of 1976, where he personally encountered Lotman and other representatives of the Tartu–Moscow School. One of the
direct effects of that visit was the later interesting correspondence. However, there
was another circumstance that was of fundamental significance. It was the lack of
real time distance from the described facts. While Panas was writing his dissertation, Lotman and Uspenskij’s semiotic school was still in full bloom, other works
appeared as part of it and – which may be the most significant factor – as the paradigm itself also evolved in a natural way, sometimes fundamental propositions of
conceptions presented earlier underwent a transformation.
All that made it difficult or impossible to make a fully responsible attempt at
presenting a moderately complete and systematic perspective which is intended
by every monograph effort3. Therefore the Polish scholar finally took a view that
was different from the original one, referring to the project of “operational history” (l’histoire opérationnelle) proposed by Fernand Braudel (1969). The conception assumes, to put it simply, that in case of a lack of time distance typical of
historical sciences, we are dealing with a situation in which the description as it were
accompanies the presented reality, becoming part of its course, and it does so independently of the direct attitude towards the subject of its consideration (that is, in
extreme cases it refers to affirmation or questioning). It means that every kind of
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statement – also statements made on the metatextual level – does not only present
the discourse, but at the same time also modifies it (completing or creatively modifying it), thereby not remaining indifferent to the studied material. An inevitable part
of such an approach is its fragmentary nature. The final description is not definite,
but instead it is well able to capture the specificity of a certain form at a certain time
as well as the dynamics of its internal transformation. It seems that accepting such a
conception turned out to be unusually illuminating; at the same time it enabled the
researcher from within the centre of the semiotic discourse to arrive at interesting
theses concerning its potential further evolution.
All the studies collected in the book can be easily divided into three fundamental parts: the metacritical, the historical and the interpretational one. Two extensive
studies concerning the question fundamental to the whole of humanistic thought –
that is, the question of interpretation, its determinants, assumptions and theory –
should be grouped into the metacritical category. Panas’ approach can be regarded
as holistic for he is interested in the exegesis of theoretical and critical discourses,
as well as the interpretation of individual cultural facts. The researcher looks at
these issues from the point of view of structural semiotics, trying to find “the golden
mean” between analytical procedures and hypotheses of the concealed whole – as
the desirable results of a hermeneutic process were defined by the outstanding Polish
literary scholar Janusz Sławiński (2006). While the structuralist approach developed
some descriptive tools, which help adequately present the analysed object, the semiotic approach becomes a kind of a keystone of an intellectual operation designed in
this way and makes it possible to capture the semantic properties of the structure.
Obviously, the original incompatibility of both ways of thinking coupled here causes
a lot of specific problems. Panas, however, is fully aware of these, and voices his
awareness in his detailed deliberations.
The part that I refer to as the “historical” one contains two studies dedicated to
the birth and formation of the Tartu–Moscow School of Semiotics. However, it is not
history as traditionally understood. What we are really dealing with in case of both
of writings is an attempt at a proper analysis of intellectual processes, which more
or less directly led to the development of a certain intellectual group on the basis of
which Lotman’s and his circle’s propositions could arise in later years.4 These deliberations can be regarded as an application of the methodological assumptions made
earlier. They are also a direct test of their usefulness in the difficult process of discovering the truth, ideological and rhetorical aspects of a scientific discourse. What
is particularly interesting in this context is the deliberations concerning the works of
Vladimir Propp whose conceptions are treated by the Polish scholar as a final shape
of formalism, as well as a turning point in the history of humanistic thought – and
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that is by no means due to the significance of Propp’s discoveries as concerns breaking down the plot structure into its constituents, but due to an entirely unconscious
opening of the discourse to thought that is strictly semiotic, which makes a vital
complement to the brilliant deliberations of the Russian ethnologist.
And last but not least, there are the last two of the texts that make up the discussed book. What they have in common is the interpretational approach, although
they refer to completely different issues. The first one proposes a detailed analysis
of the matter of subjectivity in semiotic thinking. Coming from the theory of fascination formulated by Yuri Knorozov, through its creative elaboration in the works
of Lotman who is writing about the issue of self-communication, up to the author’s
proposition of understanding the subject as a sign reality revealing itself in an internal tension between information and fascination – these are the next stages of the
Polish scholar’s line of reasoning. The second text, however, is an analysis of some
semiotic aspects of Pavel Florenski’s writings. Panas focuses his attention on the conception of art as iconostasis, making references to earlier deliberations by constantly
emphasizing the distinct tension between information and fascination that is present
in Florenski’s conceptions – a tension that is making a difference, a foundation of the
whole semiotics.
Undoubtedly, it is worth asking an additional question about the common
denominator of the studies making up the book. What do all the texts mentioned
so far have in common, of course apart from their constant and direct references to
the conceptions that were born as part of the Tartu–Moscow semioticians’ environment? Here we come to what is probably the most interesting aspect of Panas’ deliberations. According to consciously assumed principles of “operational history”, the
Polish researcher’s book does not only describe a certain historical-discursive reality, but also has an ambition to establish new fields of interest: it attempts to propose an original viewpoint and to develop scientific tools required for it. Therefore,
already in the introduction, the author writes about semiotics of “the fourth generation”, which was initially indicated in some speeches by Vladimir Toporov and
Roland Barthes. The characteristic features of the new approach are to be, firstly,
its anthropological attitude, and, secondly, a deliberate “escape from systematicity”.
Admittedly, in those times and against the backdrop of semiotics with very clear
structuralist underpinnings (since such was the natural research environment in
which the scholar’s work was coming into existence), such postulates had to sound
quite revolutionary. So how were they supposed to be realized in further research
practice? The answer that Panas brings us is partial and opens up a new area for discussion rather than resolving anything categorically. When we look carefully at the
successive studies, we can come to the conclusion that for Panas the key concept is
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difference, and in this sense his way of thinking is semiotic through and through. In
one of his letters to Lotman he wrote:
Here, I would like to stress that it was the article “The phenomenon of culture” that
left the strongest impression on me. A deep piece and – simply – wise. Semiotics
is often accused of ignoring individual occurrences, precisely “phenomena”; it is
claimed that its methods are only fit for studying a series of occurrences, typical
ones, that it studies patterns, things that are invariable and the like. And in fact,
in your article I can see an attempt to work out the semiotics of “the phenomenon”, “the new”, the thing that is individual. In your writing there are terms such
as “phenomenon”, “personality” [личностъ], “assessment”, “choice”, the notion of
“difference”, “dissimilarity” appear as principles of culture, there is Bakhtin’s innovative perspective on “the other” – all that creates a vision of new possibilities and
new areas for semiotic research.

And then:
For me, the biggest trouble is, when I’m trying to describe all that you have written
since 1963, to achieve a Difference. My whole work about your conceptions is an
attempt to work out a difference, an attempt to say “the new”.

The difference that the researcher is seeking is therefore being realized in two ways.
Firstly, through a comparison of structure with a self-contained subject (an individual phenomenon) – hence, for instance, the postulates of anthropological inclination. At the same time, it should be clearly emphasized that they are formulated
exclusively within the area of semiotics. It means that the researcher does not care
about strengthening or emphasizing the difference between the sphere of individuality and the province of systematicity, but on the contrary, he searches for a possibility of self-realization of subject phenomena within the consolidated sign structures.
That is why he refers to, with full conviction, Knorozov’s theory of fascination,
which does not have a destructive character, but at the same time it carries enormous individualizing potential.
Secondly, the difference is also an effect of the interpretational operation, which
produces a text about a text, a word about a word, a sign about a sign. Every time,
therefore, it is a meeting of two discourses, but also two subjects: the studying one
and the one being studied. It is not a coincidence that in Panas’ texts the surname
of the French philosopher Emmanuel Levinas keeps coming back repeatedly in
this context. Thus, the achieved difference is a guarantee of sense but at the same
time becomes a certain sign of subjectivity. And this is also an extremely important
theme in the Polish researcher’s book. When one is reading the subsequent dissertations, it is indeed difficult not to notice that it is not a classic scientific discourse,
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that emotions creep into the deliberations, that it is not only analyses and concepts
that matter but also characters hidden behind them are of equally great significance,
either Bakhtin, Florensky or Lotman. It is an element typical of Panas’ way (style) of
thinking, but one might also fairly say that it is one of the essential features of the
whole project.
I started with the statement that the concepts presented in the book In the circle of the semiotic method have never been verified in a detailed and critical way. It
happened so due to a combination of all sorts of circumstances. It is worth, however, to ask oneself whether the issues that Panas wrote about are still unreal, thus
far unsolved problems of semiotics? Has the experience of the project of semiotics
of “the fourth generation” been really assimilated and is it totally uninspiring for us
today? It is difficult to answer the questions unequivocally, yet, it is worth asking
them again today.

Appendix
The text is supplemented with two, hitherto unpublished letters from Lotman to
Panas from 1978 and 1979 (the only ones that survived in the home archive of the
latter).5 The whole correspondence was an interesting evidence of thought sharing at
the time when the book was being written, as well as a sign of its times – truly exceptional in this context is Lotman’s handwritten note referring directly to the election
of Pope John Paul II.
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